Internal activities at the New Business School are very much limited to final finishes on all surfaces; installation of furniture, fittings and equipment; the transition into commissioning of each of the Teaching and Learning and Glue Spaces; followed lastly by a final clean before hand over.

Of particular significance this week are the following items:

- In the upper levels of the New Business School, throughout office spaces, close-off / defect walks are being undertaken as these areas are completed.
- Testing and commissioning of AV systems continues throughout all levels and all zones; and will continue through to completion.
- Prominent areas of landscaping around the New Business School, adjacent to Codrington Street and Abercrombie Street, will continue including finishing of external finishes prior to taking delivery of softscaping items, such as shrubs and trees.
- Landscaping works adjacent to Darlington Public School, bordering the ramp to the basement of the New Business School, will be completed by Tuesday 8 September 2015. This coming week, the retaining wall facing the playground of Darlington Public School will be painted now that rendering is complete.
- Public Domain works continue along Codrington Street.
- Continuation of the H69 forecourt/entry way works, particularly progressing towards Stage 2.
- Augmentation works continue at the intersection of Codrington Street, Darlington Road, Maze Crescent and Butlin Avenue as part of the University’s Darlington Precinct Pedestrian and Bicycle Access Strategy (please refer to Figure 1 below).

A diagram indicating the approximate location of external construction activities around the New Business School scheduled for the coming week is provided in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Diagram illustrating the construction activities scheduled for the next week.

For orientation purposes, north is regarded as page up towards Darlington Lane.